In2ative to perform on
Nighttown Series April 6
by Mike Telin
Portions of this article are reprinted
from an interview in November of 2015
before In2ative performed on the LCCC
Signature Series.
The story of how flutist Kimberly
Zaleski and cellist Trevor Kazarian
came to form the duo In2ative is fit for
the big screen. After graduating from
the Cleveland Institute of Music, they
both worked in restaurants until one day
they both found themselves out of jobs.
It was at that moment that they decided
to take a risk.
“We went to 
CoolCleveland
and searched for all of the festivals in the area,” Kazarian
recalled during a conference call with his musical partner. “We would go to each event,
put out a hat, and play. We were paying our rent from tip money, but at the same time
we were meeting people and making connections. I feel that a lot of what we have today
goes back to that moment of taking the risk, and really going for what we believed in.
We’re lucky to be in the situation that we are now.”
On Wednesday, April 6 at 7:00 pm at Nighttown,
In2ative
will present a concert
featuring twelve original works fusing diverse musical genres, ranging from alternative
rock to improvisational jazz and classical, along with beatboxing swing and hiphop. To
hear a sampling of their highenergy music, visit the group’s
YouTube
channel. “Unless
you have our CD, whenever you come to one of our programs, it will be music that you
have never heard before,” Zaleski pointed out.
“For this concert we’re using more electronic equipment — like the Launchpad —
which adds another dimension to the music,” Kazarian said. How did he get into

electronics? “My dad plays classical guitar, but he also loves playing electric guitar, and
back home in the attic he has all this equipment,” the Chicago native said. “I started
messing with a drum pad during high school, but until recently I hadn’t 
really
experimented with one. My brother manages a hiphop artist and I knew he would be up
on these things, so I asked him what kind of machine would be good for drums. He
mentioned Launchpad.”
The duo said that they’re constantly searching for different sounds and colors that will
give their acoustic instruments a bigger soundscape, and since they do play highenergy,
“spunky” music, they feel the drums add a lot. “We want our music to be something
different,” Kazarian said, “but at the same time something that the average person who
turns on the radio can relate to.”
The duo is also part of Cleveland’s Center for ArtsInspired Learning, and they said that
when they present workshops, the students are not only introduced to the flute and cello,
but also to electronics. “It brings the kids into the music in a unique way,” Zaleski
added. Playing music that is fun and captures people’s attention is what they’re all about.
As a student, Kazarian would often take part in jam sessions with his friends, but he
recalled being impressed the first time he heard Zaleski improvise. “I was living in Little
Italy and my cellist roommate and I would jam just for fun. One day Kim came by with
her flute, so we asked her if she wanted to join in. We didn’t think she was going to be
amazing at it, but when she started playing she just blew both of us away.”
Did Kim Zaleski know she harbored that talent? “No, and I remember being nervous at
the time. But once I started playing I thought, ‘Ohmygosh, this is really fun.’ It was
liberating. I didn’t know what I could do and I’m still figuring it out, but it’s fun because
I’m constantly growing and learning.”
In addition to performing and teaching, In2ative have recently been named musicians in
residence at the Cleveland Clinic, where they had been playing once a month for some
time. The residency will require the duo to go through a training process with music
therapists. They said they were chosen because their music fits the hospital setting well.
“We love performing there, so this is an honor,” Zaleski said.
Kimberly Zaleski and Trevor Kazarian couldn’t be happier that they made the decision
to stay in Cleveland and form the duo. “This is such a culturally rich area and so
accepting of what artists are doing. And the affordability of Cleveland makes it
attractive,” said Zaleski, who is a native New Yorker. They both agreed that having The
Cleveland Orchestra close at hand is an added bonus. “Classical music here is at such an

extremely high level. It’s fantastic to be around so many great musicians,” Kazarian
said.
“I remember the moment that Trevor said we just need to get out into the community
and play our music,” Zaleski recalled. “I remember thinking, ‘what are we getting
ourselves into?’ But the opportunities that we’ve garnered from taking the risk have been
great. People have been so supportive. I think that’s a reason we’ve stayed in Cleveland
— we started something here and we want to see where it goes.”
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